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Overall Comments 
Dear Nikki 
 
Many thanks for the time this morning.  The essay was viewed as a word document, via 
email and your blog was viewed at: 
 
 https://nkssite4.wordpress.com/category/coursework/part-4-landscape-and-
identities/exercise-4-5-proposal-for-the-self-directed-project/ 
 
Below is a summary of our tutorial this morning.  Do add in your own comments (in a 
different colour or font) before returning the feedback to me.  Please can you set the date for 
the next assignment at the end of this report. 
 
We spoke about assignment 5 and 6. 
For assignment 5, I have made a few suggestions for reading at the end of this report.  Do 
look at the photographers that may have been inspired by White – where has his work led 
photography? 
 
For assignment 6 – the extended time frame may be less than a year. The early part of the 
project could be used a research/initial ideas for the images then used from the later part to 
complete the assignment. 
 
The images do not need to be presented in chronological order – remember to look at the 
set of images visually and let that inform the order and presentation of the work. 
 



 
 
Assessment potential 
Assignment 2 and 4 Assessment potential 
Select one out of the three statements below: 
  
 *delete as appropriate 
  
I understand your aim is to go for the Photography/Creative Arts* Degree and that you 
plan to submit your work for assessment at the end of this course. From the work you 
have shown in this assignment, providing you commit yourself to the course, I believe 
you have the potential to pass at assessment.  In order to meet all the assessment 
criteria, there are certain areas you will need to focus on, which I will outline in my 
feedback.  
 
Feedback on assignment 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, Demonstration of 
Creativity 
We spoke about the essay.  You have used a range of sources to reference in your 
discussion.   
The essay explore the question you have set and avoids too much biographical detail.  
 
You successfully chose from your source material to use sources with and against each 
other and your opinions. 
 
Your methods of researching and note taking was successful so it would be a good idea to 
use a similar method when writing essays in future. 
 
There was one sentence on the bottom of page 6 that needs review – regarding the wording. 
 
Do check the formatting of the essay with OCA prior to formal submission.   
 
We spoke about the conclusion – where you had concerns.  This concern could be explored 
on your blog in the summary/evaluation of the assignment.  
 
Coursework 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Demonstration of Creativity 
The coursework has been completed and you are engaging with the course.  The final 
exercise 4.5 – has set the groundwork for assignment 5.  This is something that you can 
come back to review as you start the work.  It can be that the work changes direction as you 
start photographing and exploring your ideas.  
 
Research 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
For the final stages of the course, do expand your research. It could be that the research into 
the area that you are photographing is relevant to your project.  Remember that research 



can be any of the creative disciplines so literature/poetry; art (3D and 2D); film; music could 
all be relevant to exploring the landscape. 
 
 
 
 
Learning Log 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
Your learning log is developing and you have split the work into various sections.  As you 
work on the last two assignments, do regularly write up your work and ideas – it is much 
easier to record while you are working on the project than try to remember when you get to 
the end! 
 
It is good to see you have sections for Study Groups and Hangouts – do continue to 
participate where you can.  At this stage of the course, receiving feedback from your peers is 
very valuable. 
 
Suggested reading/viewing 
Context 
 
For assignment 5 I mentioned the following two resources: 
Richard Mabey – Weeds: The Story of Outlaw Plants 
Richard Long – consider the various ways that he documents journeys, with photographs, 
words and even bringing the landscape back in form of mud/leaves/rocks. 
 
It could be that your journey is not a journey but rather ends in going nowhere – dead ends. 
 
Pointers for the next assignment / assessment 
 
Please inform me of how you would like your feedback for the next assignment: 
written or video/audio. 
 

Strengths Areas for development 

Clear use of variety of research sources Check the formatting requirements 

Essay has structure with sources used to move 
your discussion 

For future assignment work – do follow on from 
the work of White – who did he influence? 

 Effective methods of researching and note 
taking 

Continue to have the confidence to express my 
own opinions even if I fear they may be out of line 
with the consensus  

Choosing a challenging area to research and 
write that wasn’t fully understood at the outset 
but that has led to a deep understanding of a 
subject 

 Write in my journal more frequently along my 
journey and feed this into my learning log 
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